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Rolls-Royce is indeed not affordable for ordinary people.
Counting all Rolls-Royce in Aurous Hill, it is estimated that there will be dozens of cars
smaller.
And most of them are old cars with many years of age.
This kind of old-fashioned Rolls-Royce is actually not expensive, and most of them have
already turned a lot of hands, and finally flowed into wedding companies to make
wedding cars, specially used to fool some young people who love face.
Therefore, there are very few Rolls-Royces that can really come up with seriousness.
The Captain Ross had also thought before, whether he would simply find a wedding
company and temporarily requisition an old Rolls Royce.
After all, if there is any damage to the car, this kind of old car will be cheaper overall,
and the pressure of compensation will not be too great.
However, he changed his mind and thought again: “Shred has not only a very strong
anti-investigation awareness, but also impossible to fool. The most urgent task now is to
quickly invite this plague god out of the treasure pavilion, preferably directly get him
out of Aurous Hill City. The faster he walks, the better, so at this time must not be
extravagant, if getting an old Rolls Royce irritates him, it will easily cause trouble!”
“Moreover, Issac’s own car is a Rolls-Royce, and the hotel is equipped with four RollsRoyces of different models. Unlike others, most of them only have one Rolls-Royce, and
they are very precious, so, Asking him to borrow is the best chance…”
Thinking of this, he immediately took out his cell phone and called Issac.
At the same time, Issac just parked the car at the door of the old house where Charlie
lived with his parents, and accompanied him into the house.

Charlie looked at the depressed yard and sighed with dismay: “When my dad rented this
small yard back then, it was as dilapidated as it is now. Later, my parents worked
together to clean up the yard little by little and turn it into a warm home…”
Speaking of this, Charlie couldn’t help but sighed, and said: “That Auntie, should be like
my parents, making this place lush as it was once…”
Issac hurriedly said: “Master, don’t worry, the second lady of the Du family is a wellknown virtuous one in Beijing. After she buys this old house, she will definitely restore
the house very carefully. I believe that after a month or two, When you come to see it
again, this place will change a lot.”
Charlie waved his hand: “Forget it, I was seen by her the last time I came here, and I will
rarely come to this place in the future, unless she returns.”
Issac said earnestly: “Master, in fact, you don’t need to hide from the second Miss Du’s
family. She is a good person and she has liked your father for so many years. If you
recognize her, I think she will treat you as her own.”
“That’s not even important.” Charlie waved his hand and said seriously: “I don’t want to
be treated as a son by an aunt who loves my father deeply. That feeling is too awkward.”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “Furthermore, when I was in Japan, I saved the Su
brother and sister. I don’t want to have anything to do with them.”
“Hey…” Issac sighed helplessly: “Master, you rescued Zhifei and Zhiyu. The old man from
the Su family will kneel in front of you and knock his head three times!”
Charlie sneered: “I don’t need him to kneel to me. When the time is right, I will let him
and all the men of the Su family kneel in front of my parents’ grave, and kowtowed for
the Anti-Wade Alliance back then!”
Issac unswervingly said: “Master, I believe that with your strength, this goal will definitely
be achieved in the near future!”
Charlie nodded slightly, and his eyes refocused on this defeated courtyard.
At this moment, Issac’s cell phone rang suddenly.

He hurried back a few steps so as not to disturb Charlie, and then said respectfully to
him: “Master, I will answer the call first.”
Charlie gave a hum, and said no more.
Issac walked to the door, only then connected to the phone and asked, “Yes, what can I
do?”
Captain Ross hurriedly said: “Mr. Issac, there is something I need to ask you for help.
You may have to do this time, and I hope you won’t refuse!”
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Issac smiled and said: “We have known each other for so long, so what is there to be
polite with you? Let’s get it straight, what’s the matter?”
Captain Ross explained: “Issac, there has been a big case in Treasures. A grade A wanted
criminal rushed in and took more than 100 people as hostages, and this guy is still
strapped with explosives. Ask us to provide him with a Rolls Royce for the hostages life,
we can only do it with your help!”
As he said, Captain Ross said again: “There are not many people in Aurous Hill who have
Rolls-Royces, and you are the only one who owns multiple Rolls-Royces. So please help
me, please help me!”
Issac exclaimed: “Treasures Pavilion? Are you sure it is Treasures Pavilion?”
“Yeah!” Captain Ross hurriedly said, “I’m outside the treasure pavilion right now.
Basically all the police forces that can be deployed in the city have come…”
Issac couldn’t help saying: “I just came out of the treasure pavilion ten or twenty minutes
ago…”
Captain Ross said with emotion: “Then you are really lucky. If you come out a little later,
you will probably be blocked by Shred…”

After that, Captain Ross hurriedly asked: “Mr. Issac, is it convenient for you to lend us a
Rolls-Royce? You can rest assured that if there is any problem with this car, our
municipal bureau will bear your loss!”
Issac said without hesitation: “Captain, you don’t have to be so polite with me. As a lawabiding citizen, it is my responsibility and obligation to provide assistance to the police!”
Having said that, he immediately said: “Wait a minute, I will call and arrange for
someone to send you a Rolls Royce!”
“Okay!” Captain Ross said excitedly: “President, thank you so much for that!”
“Don’t be polite!”
After hanging up the phone, Issac was about to call his men so that they could prepare
the vehicle quickly.
Charlie walked up to him at this time and asked him: “Old Chen, something happened in
Treasures Pavilion?”
“Yes!” Issac hurriedly introduced the matter to Charlie.
When Charlie heard this, he said immediately: “The situation is urgent and lives are in
danger. Don’t call, just drive your car over!”
Issac said immediately: “That’s okay! Master, then I will drive to the treasure pavilion,
you can move around the place meanwhile, I will not take you back!”
Charlie said, “I’ll be with you!”
After that, Charlie had already taken the lead out of the yard.
Issac didn’t think much about it, and immediately prepared to help Charlie pull the car
door. Charlie opened the car door first, pushed him a bit, and said, “The time is urgent,
go drive!”
“okay!”

Issac rushed into the cab, started the car, and hurried to Treasure Pavilion. Charlie
looked out the window at this time, frowned slightly, and said, “Old man, the police said
that Shred was discovered by accident and was chased into the Treasure Pavilion?”
“Yes, young master!” Issac said: “I guess this guy should have fled to Aurous Hill. He
wanted to make some money in Aurous Hill to continue his escape. He didn’t expect to
be discovered by people from the Aurous Hill City Bureau, so he fled into the treasure
pavilion in panic. “
Charlie shook his head and said: “I always feel that things seem a little bit wrong.”
Issac asked in surprise: “Master, what’s wrong?!”
Charlie didn’t answer his question, but instead asked him: “A Grade A wanted criminal
who has been hiding in Tibet for a long time must be a person with a strong sense of
anti-reconnaissance and a strong ability to judge the environment…”
“Such a person, who has very strong escape experience, would choose to escape into a
well-enclosed single building like the Treasure Pavilion? Running into the building, isn’t
it clear to let others catch turtles?”
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Hearing Charlie’s analysis, Issac couldn’t help but nodded and said, “This thing is really
strange. Normally, only a fool will run into the building when he is chased. Normal
people should think about it. They will run away quickly, as far as possible.”
Charlie snorted and said, “Since Shred is a long-run A-level wanted criminal, it is
absolutely impossible for him to commit such a low-level mistake. Otherwise, he must
have been arrested a long time ago, so I speculate that the greatest possibility is , Shred
deliberately wants to enter the Treasure Pavilion!”
“Intentionally entered the Treasures Pavilion…” Issac couldn’t help but muttered, and
asked in confusion, “What will he do in Treasures Pavilion? There is no big auction in
Treasures Pavilion today. Today, it is a judicial auction, and everything is sold. For big
things like houses and cars, there is no point in grabbing these things!”

Charlie smiled and said, “Don’t forget, he was chased into the treasure pavilion by the
police, or that he deliberately pretended to be chased into the treasure pavilion by the
police, so it is unlikely that he was going to the treasure pavilion.”
Issac asked puzzledly: “Master, if he didn’t run for things, then what was he running for?”
Charlie snorted coldly, “Since it’s not running towards things, it must be running towards
people!”
“Running for people? He is an A-level wanted criminal. Once he is found out, he is likely
to be caught or even killed. Who would be running for such a big risk?”
Charlie said earnestly: “Today, there should be five people with the highest value. One is
me, one is you, one is Bao fugui, and the remaining two are Ms. Liona Du and Zhiyu Su.
Who do you think he is running for?”
Issac thought for a while, and said seriously: “It’s a little less likely to run towards the two
of us. After all, we have already come out and he just went in. Then there is a high
probability that these three people will remain.”
As he said, he muttered again: “Possibility of wealth is slightly greater. After all, he is
quite famous in Aurous Hill. Although he is not worth as much as Miss Warnia from the
Song family, and not as good as Qin Gang, but at least he has billions of assets.”
“As for Liona and Zhiyu…I think the possibility is a little bit smaller. Like the Wade family,
the Su family is one of the top families in the country. The protection of family members
is very in place. There is no media outlet. They dare to expose their member information
without the consent of these big families. Therefore, even the richest man in Aurous Hill,
it is very difficult to figure out the information about the members of the Su family, let
alone for Shred, a wanted criminal.”
Charlie frowned and said, “You didn’t understand the core of this incident. The core of
this incident is that Shred risked his life to act in a play. It is impossible for him to act in
a play just to find treasure. Wealth, or ask the Su family for some money, I think there is
a high probability that there is a conspiracy.”
“Conspiracy?” Issac was a little puzzled and said, “Master, you said there was a
conspiracy. Is it because the enemy of the Su family wants to deal with the mother and

daughter of the Su family? Or the rich and wealthy enemy wants to use Shred’s hand to
kill him? “
Charlie nodded: “I think it’s all possible. What’s going on, we still need to see how this
matter develops in the future.”
Issac said: “This Shred wants a humanshield to escape. I don’t know if he can escape this
time.”
Charlie smiled and said: “Whether he can escape depends on whether there is anyone
behind him to help, otherwise, with his own ability, making such a big disturbance, and
Warnia to escape from birth, it is simply a dream!”
Speaking of this, Charlie sneered: “However, since he dared to play so big, someone
must help from behind!”
…
Soon, Issac drove to Treasures Pavilion.
When approaching the Treasure Pavilion, Charlie had already pulled out his mouth to
put on the cover, so as not to cause too much attention and expose himself.
At this time, the Treasures Pavilion was surrounded by a large number of police officers
and police vehicles, and even wheeled armored vehicles dedicated to anti-terrorism
were dispatched.
The several roads close to Treasures Pavilion have all been blocked by the police, and a
large number of police forces have even been deployed to evacuate the crowd.
As soon as Issac’s Rolls-Royce arrived at a blocked intersection, a middle-aged man
hurried over and greeted Issac through the window.
Issac put down the car window and said, “Captain.”
The one called is the head of the Aurous Hill police, Ross.
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They are already waiting for this Rolls-Royce with eagerness. Although Issac’s speed is
also very fast, the situation inside is really critical and important.
Therefore, he hurriedly said: “Mr. Issac, thank goodness you are finally here, do you think
it is convenient for you to drive in? If you think it to be convenient, you can directly help
drive the car to the main entrance of the treasure pavilion. If it is not convenient for you,
Leave this car to me, and I will drive in.”
Issac turned around and asked Charlie in a low voice: “Mr. Wade, what do you say?”
Charlie also wanted to go in to see what the situation was, and said, “Go straight in.”
Issac said to Ross, “Officer, I will just drive in.”
“Okay!” Ross nodded, and hurriedly asked again: “Mr. Issac, is your car full of gas? That
Shred asked for full gas. If you don’t think so, I will arrange for someone to pump from
another car. Come in a little bit.”
Issac glanced at the oil meter and said, “I am basically full.”
“That’s good!” Ross breathed a sigh of relief and hurriedly said, “You drive directly to the
gate of Treasures Pavilion, but don’t get too close. When the time comes, park the car,
leave the key in the car, and withdraw quickly. This is important for your safety.”
“OK.” Issac nodded.
At this time, Ross immediately let people open the set roadblock and let Issac’s RollsRoyce pass.
When Issac’s car drove into the Treasures Pavilion, he parked the car at a distance of five
or six meters from the door.
Afterwards, Issac said to Charlie, “Master, let’s get off the car!”

“Okay.” Charlie said, “But you will say hello to the old man later, and see if we can stay
on the scene to see the development of the situation. Don’t get out of the car and drive
us all outside the isolation ring. .”
Issac hurriedly said, “This problem is not big, let me tell him!”
Charlie nodded: “Okay, get off the bus!”
Afterwards, the two immediately opened the door and got out of the car.
At this moment, Shred inside saw the Rolls Royce coming, and immediately rushed to
the door, holding the gun in one hand and the detonating switch in the other, shouting:
“You open all the doors! Open the trunk and let me Check if there is anything hidden
inside!”
Issac immediately opened all the car doors so that Shred could see the car and shouted:
“It were the two of us in the car just now. Now there is nothing. Can you see anything?”
Shred continued to shout, “Where is the trunk? Open the trunk too!”
Issac replied, “Okay, I’ll open it now.”
After speaking, quickly opened the trunk again.
Issac owns a number of Rolls Royces, although they are all equipped by the Wade
family, but he has the right to use and decide.
The car he drove today was specially reserved to receive Charlie, and every time he used
this car, he drove it himself. Only when Charlie needed it would he drive this car out, so
this car’s backup There are no personal belongings in the box.
After opening, there is nothing in the trunk.
Shred naturally looked at it at a glance. Then he nodded in satisfaction, looked up and
down Charlie and Issac, and said coldly: “Don’t turn off the car, leave the keys, you two
can go!”
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Shred asked Issac and Charlie to leave. Issac’s first thought was: “I don’t know young
master, would like to leave?”
“Besides, I don’t know if the young master will attack Shred directly? With the young
master’s ability, once the thundering order is issued, it is guaranteed that Shred will not
even have ashes!
“Even if the young master is unwilling to do it in front of so many people, wouldn’t it be
easy to solve this Shred with the magical powers of the young master in a different
way?”
So, he immediately looked at Charlie, planning to see what kind of decision Charlie
would make.
What he didn’t expect was that Charlie beckoned him directly and said, “Let’s go
quickly.”
After speaking, he turned and walked outside first.
Issac was stunned, only then recovered and hurried to catch up.
When the two of them left the yard of the Treasure Pavilion, Officer Ross hurriedly
greeted him and said gratefully: “Oh, Mr. Issac, thank you so much for this matter today!
I will arrange for someone to send you and this Mister back?”
Issac waved his hand and asked in a low voice, “Officer, can we two watch the fun here?”
“Look at the fun?” Ross said hesitantly, “Mr. Issac, the current situation is very
dangerous! You know, Shred, that guy has a lot of explosives on his body! In case he
really wants to kill himself and detonate the explosives. Everyone around will suffer…”
Issac waved his hand: “It’s okay. I think this Shred has a strong desire to survive.
Otherwise, he won’t have to spend so much effort to get a Rolls Royce. Since he has a
strong desire to survive, then he is not afraid of his death?”

Ross thought for a while and said, “Okay, Mr. Issac, then I will trouble you two behind
us. I can take care of anything else.”
“Okay!” Issac hurriedly said, “Thank you, Mr. Ross, don’t worry, we will never cause you
any trouble!”
Ross hurriedly said, “That’s it, Mr. Issac, be careful. I’ll have a meeting with the leader
and touch on the plan!”
Issac also said politely: “Officer, hurry up if you have something to do, don’t worry about
us!”
Ross then quickly turned and left.
As soon as he left, Issac hurriedly asked Charlie next to him in a low voice: “Master, what
are you going to do? Just stay and watch?”
Charlie smiled slightly and said, “I want to see who is Shred’s target.”
“What then?” Issac hurriedly asked again, “If you know who his target is, what are your
plans next?”
Charlie shook his head: “I don’t know now, just watch the changes.”
…
at the same time.
Inside the Treasure Pavilion.
Shred looked at the time and felt that it was almost time for the next step, so he took
out his phone and sent a text message. The content of the text message was very
simple, with only two words: “Goodbye.”
The other party quickly replied, and the content was also two words: “Good to go.”
This is the secret signal of Old Su’s confidant who has made an appointment with Shred.

Once the opponent is ready to go, it means that they are ready and Shred can set off.
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If the other party does not reply, then Shred can only continue to spend some more
time in the treasure pavilion. When the other party replies to these two words and only
then he can go out.
Now, the other party has given a clear reply, and Shred does not intend to continue to
waste time. He looked at the people in the hall holding their heads and squatting down
and said coldly: “They have already prepared the car I want, so it’s time for me to leave
here. Thank you all for your cooperation. You will be free when I leave.”
The more than one hundred people present immediately breathed a sigh of relief when
they heard this.
Everyone’s face appeared with a smile after the disaster.
The law and order in China is so good that most people will never encounter such a
thing in their lives, and if they encounter such a thing, they are getting out unscathed.
That is really great luck.
Therefore, everyone relaxed completely at this time, just waiting for the plague god to
leave quickly, and then be able to survive this crisis completely and safely.
At this time, Shred suddenly spoke again: “Everyone, brothers, I have one more thing
that needs your help. I hope you all regard me for being so trustworthy and don’t refuse
me.”
When everyone heard this, they suddenly became a little nervous.
No one knows what Shred needs.
If he wants money, it doesn’t really matter. As long as they don’t hurt everyone,
everyone is willing to give him all their belongings.
However, I’m afraid he has other ideas.

At this moment, Shred said, “I have asked them to prepare a Rolls Royce for me.
However, if I get in the car by myself, they will definitely not let me leave, maybe Killed
me in half the way.”
“So, brothers, I have to find two people to accompany me on another journey. When I
leave this city completely and safely, I will naturally let these two people leave!”
Speaking of this, Shred smiled slightly and asked, “Is there any friend who is willing to
volunteer?”
After hearing this, everyone immediately bowed their heads deeply.
It’s like a scu*bag who generally doesn’t review his homework. When he hears that the
teacher wants to call up and recite the text, he prays in his heart and doesn’t choose
himself.
However, deep in the hearts of everyone present, there was more or less luck.
Everyone feels that if there are more than 100 people on the scene, if only two are
selected, then there is a high probability that they will not be the ones selected.
In fact, Shred has a candidate deep in his heart, but he still has to do what he should do.
Otherwise, if someone sees the clue, it will upset the benefactor behind him and let
himself live like this. It’s not easy.
Therefore, he looked around pretendingly and said a little displeased: “You guys are
really not interesting enough. I have done what I said to you, but now when I need your
help a little bit, you guys one by one are looking another way. It’s like a tortoise with a
shrunken head. You don’t even dare to look at me. Isn’t it a bit too much?”
At this time, naturally, no one dared to take his words.
After all, everyone knows the principle of shooting the first shot. If one is paying
attention now, it is very likely to be selected by him.
As a result, everyone still buried their heads deeply, and no one dared to look up at him.

Shred yelled annoyedly: “Damn! It’s all fu*king playing with me, right?? I treat you so
much, you don’t even dare to look at me, right? Okay! I count to three seconds. By then,
if anyone doesn’t look up at me, I will kill him with one shot!”
As soon as he said this, more than one hundred people immediately raised their heads
without hesitation and looked at Shred unblinking.
No one does not cherish their own life, so no one dares to disobey this kind of
desperado who kills without blinking at this time.
Shred’s eyes patrolled around, and then his gaze fell on Liona and Zhiyu, and said with a
lewd smile: “I didn’t expect that there would be such a beautiful pair of ladies here. If
you accompany me on the way to escape, With such a beautiful beauty, it’s worth death,
it’s you!”
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When Shred announced the fate of Liona and Zhiyu, everyone else finally breathed a
sigh of relief.
Now, it is finally completely safe!
But Zhiyu was desperate in her heart. She didn’t understand why Shred chose her
mother and herself from more than a hundred people.
However, when she thought about it carefully, she can’t help feeling: “I don’t know how
to brag about appearances. My mother and I are indeed the more outstanding among
the more than 100 people…”
“This Shred looks not only sturdy, but also a bit squint. He will choose me and my
mother from so many people, which is also in line with the style of this kind of person…”
“I just don’t know, besides wanting my mother and me to host him, will this person have
any other attempts…”
So she looked at her mother beside her nervously.

Liona saw her daughter’s gaze, patted her hand lightly, and said in a low voice, “Darling,
don’t worry, your mother is with you, but as well the soldiers are here to stop and the
water comes to cover.”
Zhiyu whispered: “Mom, let’s think of a way to send information to Dad or Grandpa…”
Liona shook her head: “The distant water can’t save the nearby fire. Everyone holds their
heads in their hands. What if he finds you while holding your phone?”
Zhiyu said eagerly, “But we can’t just follow him like this…This is too passive…”
As she was talking, Shred was already walking towards the mother and daughter, so
Zhiyu quickly closed her mouth.
Shred walked to the front of the mother and daughter, shrugged and smiled: “Oh, I have
worked so hard for the two beautiful women to accompany me again!”
Liona did not hesitate to speak at this time: “Take me hostage and leave my daughter.
She is too young, and she is scared in her heart. If she keeps talking on the road, I am
afraid it will annoy you. .”
Upon hearing this, Zhiyu hurriedly said, “Mom! I want to be with you!”
Shred pretended to be surprised and said, “Oh, I didn’t expect you two big beauties to
have a mother-daughter relationship. The mother-to-be is too young to tell at all!”
Liona looked at Shred and said with some pleading: “Please gentleman, my daughter is
still young, and she has been very frightened, so please stop tossing her.”
At this time, a woman who was dressed in a coquettish dress said annoyedly, “Hey!
What do you mean by this woman? Since brother Shred has chosen you, you two will
accept your fate. Why do you do this? This kind of thing? If you do this, don’t you
increase the risk for us? I advise you two to follow Big brother Shred obediently. What
kind of bargaining is this, really!”
As soon as the woman spoke, someone next to her immediately agreed: “Yes! he has
chosen the two of you, and you still want to bargain. Do you want to choose another
one of us?”

The coquettish woman immediately said, “That’s right! Whoever is chosen by brother
Shred will obediently follow him. At this time, I’m asking for mercy, isn’t it just trying to
pull others into the water?”
Shred glanced at the woman, then smiled and asked, “What’s the matter, beautiful
woman? Are you afraid that I will choose you?”
The woman was taken aback, and hurriedly waved her hand and said, “No, brother
Shred, how can I be worthy of you like a rouge and vulgar fan? Or the little beauty just
now is better compared to… .”
Shred looked at her coldly, smiled playfully, and said, “Since you also know that you are
a vulgar fan, there is no need to stay in this world and pollute other people’s eyes!”
After that, Shred immediately pointed his gun at the woman.
The woman was so frightened that she screamed, “Big brother, please be forgiving…”
Shred smiled cruelly, then immediately pulled the trigger.
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After the bang, a finger-thin blood hole suddenly appeared on the woman’s forehead.
Immediately afterwards, her eyes widened, she fell straight back.
A large pool of blood soon shed on the ground, and the smell of blood was permeated
throughout the hall.
Everyone present was so scared that their souls were scattered, and no one thought that
Shred would be so vicious and evil.
That woman just said a few more words, and he actually shot her to death with a single
shot!
In fact, Shred killed this woman not because she was really disgusting, but to give Liona
and Zhiyu a smashing power show.

He must use this method of killing chickens to make the mother and daughter 100%
obedient to himself.
Only in this way can he take them away as planned.
So, he looked at Liona, who was pale, and asked with great interest: “How is it, big
beauty, are you still bargaining with me?”
Liona immediately shook her head.
She knew that the vicious man in front of her was a murderous demon, and she could
only follow his instructions purely, could not refuse, or even have any doubts.
She thought to herself: “If I continue to bargain with him, then it is very likely that I will
be killed on the spot…”
“It doesn’t matter if I die, but the point is that if I die, this guy still doesn’t let Zhiyu go,
then everything is over!”
Thinking of this, she took Zhiyu’s hand, looked at Shred, and said firmly, “We will go
with you!”
Shred immediately smiled and said happily, “Oh! Two beauties, these are the real
masters who know the current affairs. As long as you are obedient and cooperate with
me to escape, I will definitely not hurt you; but If you dare to play with me carefully, I will
definitely let you two go to see Lord together!”
Liona nodded firmly, and said seriously, “Don’t worry, we will cooperate.”
Shred smiled with satisfaction: “Since you are so on, then I won’t talk nonsense!”
After speaking, he waved the gun in his hand and said, “You two go first!”
Liona nodded and pulled Zhiyu beside her to stand up. The mother and daughter
looked at each other. She firmly squeezed Zhiyu’s hand and walked towards the gate of
the Treasure Pavilion.

At this moment, Issac’s Rolls-Royce stopped in the middle of the courtyard at the
entrance of Treasures Pavilion, while all the police retreated outside the courtyard
according to Shred’s request, staring at the entire Treasures Pavilion outside the
courtyard.
At this moment, the locked door of the treasure pavilion suddenly opened, and
everyone immediately roused their spirits.
The deputy commander-in-chief of the police, Ross, ordered through the internal
walkie-talkie: “All snipers are ready! Once the target appears, immediately lock the
target from your respective directions!”
The commander-in-chief said at this moment: “Team Red, the target always holds the
detonation switch, we must be cautious! Without 100% certainty, we must not shoot!
Ross’s expression was startled, then he sighed and was about to speak when he
suddenly saw two women walking out of the gate of Treasure Pavilion!
At this time, less than five meters away from Ross, Issac suddenly exclaimed, “Master! It
is Liona and Zhiyu!”
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Seeing Liona and Zhiyu walking out, Charlie was not surprised at all in his heart.
He had long felt that this matter was definitely not as simple as it seemed.
Now, Liona and Zhiyu will come out under Shred’s coercion, and he has strengthened
his views on this matter.
It’s just that Charlie didn’t really want to understand yet, who would have spent so much
effort and circled such a big circle to disadvantage Liona and Zhiyu.
At this moment, Liona and Zhiyu, mother and daughter, had completely walked out of
the gate of Treasure Pavilion.
Shred held a gun in one hand and held the detonator tightly in the other, and followed
behind the mother and daughter in one step.

He raised his head and looked around, and sneered at the police officers around him
and said, “I know you must have ambushed a lot of snipers around, and you are ready to
shoot me at any time, but I still suggest that you consider carefully. Because of this
detonator in my hand, even a one-year-old baby can detonate it with a finger. If you are
not afraid to die, just let a sniper shoot at me!”
Ross said coldly: “Shred, rest assured! As long as you don’t act rashly, we will definitely
not shoot you! Now the car is ready for you, you can leave this place anytime! But
before you go, be sure to Release the hostages.”
“Release hostages?” Shred smiled unscrupulously, and said contemptuously: “Do you
think I am a three-year-old child? I tell you, these two hostages will stay with me until I
get rid of your tracking completely. If you know each other If you do, don’t send anyone
to follow me. After I’m safe, I will naturally release these two people.”
Having said that, he changed his conversation and said with a cruel expression: “But if I
find out that some of you are trying to follow me, then I will drive the car to the city
center and press the detonator. Eighteen years later, you city will see a real hero!”
Ross’s expression was so ugly and angry. He could only hold back the anger in his heart
and said, “Don’t worry. We will never send someone to follow you!”
Shred sneered and said, “Officer you familiar!”
After speaking, he immediately said to Liona and Zhiyu, mother and daughter: “You two
get in the car! Sit in the back row!”
Liona did not dare to hesitate, pulling Zhiyu into the back seat of Rolls Royce.
Holding the gun and the detonator, Shred swaggered into the cab.
This Rolls-Royce was not stalled, as long as it was in gear, it could drive away.
Therefore, Shred directly put on the forward gear and rushed towards the courtyard
gate.
Ross hurriedly ordered the policemen at the entrance of the courtyard to avoid the car.
The originally encircled circle like an iron barrel immediately gave way to a passage.

Shred stepped on the accelerator without hesitation, and the Rolls-Royce engine let out
a low roar, even rushed out quickly and fled the scene at an extremely fast speed.
As soon as Shred drove away, a police officer hurriedly came to Ross and asked, “Sir, do
you want to let our plainclothes drive with behind him?”
Ross hesitated slightly and said, “Shred has a very strong sense of counterreconnaissance. If we really send a car to keep up, once he finds it, it may cause
irreparable consequences.”
After speaking, he opened his mouth and said, “Let’s call the city’s traffic monitoring
network first, and use the monitoring probes on the city’s roads to track the
whereabouts of Shred’s Rolls Royce in real time! If he leaves the city, then we Arrange
the police to deploy control in advance!”
At this moment, seeing that Rolls-Royce had disappeared, Issac couldn’t help sighing
with regret, and said: “Master, if it is really like you said, if someone wants to be against
Miss Liona’s and daughter Zhiyu, then the two of them are finished this time I am afraid,
it’s not good enough…”
Charlie nodded in agreement, and said: “The other party can carefully arrange such a big
game and put in such a big play. It must be impossible to just scare them. The
probability is to run. They are here to die.”
Issac couldn’t help asking: “Master, it is a matter of life, do you want to do it?”

Chapter 2430
Charlie’s expression was a little hesitant. A few seconds later, he shook his head gently:
“Forget it, I have a grudge against the Su family, but now the grudge has not been
reported, and the Su family has been saved several times. Yes, Zhifei, Zhiyu, and Ruoli. I
saved each of the three Su family members once. If I still shoot today, the Su family
owes me five lives!”
When Issac heard this, he couldn’t help but agree to say: “Yes… the hatred has not yet
been reported, and as a result, you kept saving their family’s people, God is really good
at joking.”

Charlie couldn’t help sighing, “Hey… if something really happened to this Aunt, then my
father’s house is going to be auctioned again, right?”
Issac said: “I don’t know yet, Miss Liona’s, whether the payment is completed and the
formalities have been completed. If it is completed, the house will become her
inheritance. If the formalities have not been completed, it is estimated that it is too late.
In time it will return to the judicial auction.”
Charlie couldn’t help frowning: “If it becomes this Aunt’s estate, who is the first heir?”
Issac said: “I really can’t say who is the first, but it must be her husband or her son, or
half of them.”
Charlie gritted his teeth and cursed: “Damn, how can the house where my parents lived,
how can the bastard Zynn account for half!”
Issac hurriedly said, “Why don’t I ask someone to inquire later to see if this Liona’s family
has completed the formalities.”
Charlie nodded, and said sullenly, “It seems that this can only be done.”
At this time, a white Rolls-Royce Cullinan stopped in front of the two of them. A middleaged man hurriedly walked out of the cab and said respectfully in front of the two of
them: “Master, Mr. Issac , I brought the car here, you two see if you two drive away by
yourself, or me?”
Issac took the lead and said: “Okay, I’ll drive, you can take a taxi and go back.”
The other party hurriedly nodded respectfully: “Okay President, then I will go back first.”
Issac took the initiative to open the rear door and said to Charlie, “Master, please.”
Charlie gave a hum and stepped into the car.
Issac got into the cab and asked Charlie while starting the car: “Master, where are you
going? Go home do you?”

Charlie thought for a while and said, “Send me home.”
“Okay.” Issac immediately drove in the direction of Tomson’s.
On the way, Charlie kept frowning.
Issac quietly followed Charlie’s expression through the rearview mirror of the car, and
couldn’t help asking, “Master, do you have something on your mind?”
Charlie nodded, propped his chin and said: “I just don’t understand, who will act on their
wives.”
Issac said: “The Su family usually makes a lot of enemies. I don’t know how many people
hate the Su family. It is normal to find a chance to report to the resurgent family.”
Charlie waved his hand and said, “Although the truth is correct, things are not like this
after all. Everyone knows that Zynn even took it to the Su family’s father in order to
avoid the limelight. Now he ran to Australia. In the future, there is a high probability that
the Su family will no longer be inherited by him, so Zynn’s position tantamount to the
deposed crown prince.”
“Now, even Zynn has lost power, and the status of his wife and daughter in the Su family
is even less worth mentioning.”
“In this case, if someone really wants to report to the revivalist, why bother to kill the
wife so deliberately?”

Chapter 2431
Hearing Charlie’s question, Issac exclaimed: “Master, then do you think, who is
responsible for this matter?”
Charlie thought for a while and said, “I currently think that the Su family is most likely to
be the instructers behind him.”
“The Su family?!” Issac said dumbfounded, “Master, why did the Su family do something
to the two women? There is no reason…”

Charlie said with a serious expression: “I really want to tell you the reasons. I think there
are many. This Aunt Liona resolutely wants to divorce Zynn. This in itself hurts the face
of the Su family. Zynn must be dissatisfied. It must be the same the Su family old man.”
Issac nodded and said, “For any family with a face, if a wife or daughter-in-law wants to
divorce publicly, it will definitely damage the family’s face, but there is no need for such
a cruel hand?”
Charlie said, “After all, it’s a big family. Sometimes I feel that face is above everything
else. What’s more, Aunt Liona and Zynn are not just divorced. Why did she travel all the
way to Aurous Hill? You know, I know, so many people in Eastcliff’s big family must also
know.”
Issac nodded and sighed, “It’s true… Back then, the second lady of the Du family liked
your father’s things, and everyone knows this in Eastcliff. Now she comes to Aurous Hill
and participates in this event. At the auction, the old house where your father lived was
taken at a high price of tens of millions. As everyone knows, she must still have not
forgotten your father in her heart…”
Charlie sighed with a melancholic expression, and said, “I’m very surprised by her
feelings for my father, but the more surprised I am, the more I can’t help but look at the
problem from another angle.”
Issac hurriedly asked, “Master, what is the other direction you are talking about? My
mind is a bit dull at the moment, I really don’t understand.”
Charlie said indifferently: “The other direction is naturally Zynn. If Aunt Liona hasn’t
forgotten my father for so many years, she has been married to Zynn for so many years,
does she have true feelings for Zynn?”
“This…” Issac fell silent for a moment.
After a while, he suddenly realized, “I see! Her family came to Aurous Hill to
commemorate your father. She also publicly participated in this auction and won the old
house where your father lived. This is almost equivalent to telling others. She has been
in love with your father for so many years, so she must have never loved Zynn for so
many years! This is a great shame for him!”

“That’s right.” Charlie sighed, “So I suspect that the man behind the scenes pushing all
of this in front is probably Zynn.”
Issac frowned and said, “Master, Zhiyu is the flesh and blood of Zynn. Even if he hates
Liona, it is absolutely impossible to harm Zhiyu together with her?”
“Yes.” Charlie said, “Tiger poison still doesn’t eat seeds. Zynn shouldn’t attack Zhiyu.
Maybe Zhiyu is just a blindfold.”
Issac said helplessly: “The Su family has always had no ethics in doing things. What you
said may be the truth of the matter.”
Charlie said at this time: “If the Su family really wants that Aunt Liona to die, then I won’t
let them do it!”
After all, Charlie immediately said to Issac: “Mr. Issac, immediately investigate the
specific location of the Rolls Royce, and prepare the helicopter!”
When Issac heard this, he immediately asked: “Master, do you want to save his wife?”
Charlie sneered and said, “The enemy’s enemy is my friend. I can even save Su Ruoli, let
alone Liona or Zhiyu!”
Issac immediately said, “OK master! I will let someone track the location of the car and
get the helicopter ready!”
Technology is developing rapidly now, and most models will be equipped with certain
remote functions.
If it’s worse, you can remotely check the position of the car, the fuel level, and the
closing of the doors and windows
The better ones can remotely open and close the door, even start the car and start the
air conditioner remotely.
For example, some new energy vehicles can even be called remotely and operated by
mobile phones, so that the car can drive over to find the driver instead of the driver.

Chapter 2433
As he got closer to the scheduled tunnel, Shred’s heart became more and more nervous.
For him, victory or defeat is only one move.
Therefore, he kept praying in his heart: “God, I, Shred, never begged anyone in my life,
now I beg you to show your spirits, and bless me everything goes smoothly today!”
“If it goes well, after I finish solving this bunch of mother and daughter, God, you only
need to save me an hour to escape!”
“One hour is enough for the Su family to arrange my escape!”
“At this time tomorrow, I will have changed my identity and start a new life abroad!”
Thinking of this, Shred was also excited and intolerable deep in his heart.
At this moment, Liona and Zhiyu were sitting in the back row of Rolls-Royce, and the
mother and daughter were a little nervous deep in their hearts.
Zhiyu’s heart has been highly tense. Seeing the vehicle driving into the mountain, she
felt a kind of inexplicable panic. It seemed that something was wrong, but she couldn’t
think of what was wrong.
Liona realized that Zhiyu next to her was a little uneasy. In order to prevent her daughter
from being overly frightened, Liona held her hand tightly and gave her a look of
encouragement from time to time to let her relax as much as possible.
Zhiyu found it hard to relax. She couldn’t help but ask, “Where are you taking us?”
Shred didn’t look back, and said coldly, “Don’t worry about where you go, just sit in the
car!”
Zhiyu continued to ask, “Then when will you let us go?”

Shred held the steering wheel in one hand and dangling around with the gun in the
other. He said impatiently, “When will I let you go, or if I want to let you go? It all
depends on my mood. If you are honest Just sit and don’t talk so much nonsense, I may
still keep you alive, but you keep asking questions, and I will have to kill you now!”
Liona knew that Shred didn’t blink at killing, so she immediately scolded Zhiyu and said,
“Zhiyu! Shut your mouth and stop talking!”
Zhiyu had to be obedient and closed her mouth.
However, she became more worried, and the premonition of something wrong became
stronger and stronger.
She carefully searched all the details in her brain, hoping to find clues that she had
overlooked.
A few minutes later, a detail suddenly appeared in her mind.
She thought of Shred’s cell phone answering a call when she was in Treasures Pavilion!
Moreover, it seems that he took out his cell phone and sent information to someone.
This detail made her nervous!
“A wanted criminal who has fled all over the country for a long time. When he was
rounded up alone, why did he still have the energy to call and send information to
others, and his call took a long time?”
“Even if the people who were calling him and sending messages were his family
members, it is difficult to explain the past, because normal people will use the fastest
way to tell their family members that they are busy, and then hang up quickly. It’s
impossible to talk directly on the phone at length.”
“Because, since he has a mobile phone and can communicate with his family at any time,
he can communicate anytime and anywhere. If it is not important, there is no need to
distract from communicating with family members at such a critical moment. It is easy
to be distracted. One’s attention, influence business affairs, especially important matters
related to his life safety.”

“It’s like a doctor. When focusing on performing surgery on patients, it is absolutely
impossible for him to bring his mobile phone to call or send text messages to his family.
This will cause great interference to his work, and a little carelessness will cause serious
problems, as a result of.”
“It would be understandable if Shred had just embarked on the road of crime and had
insufficient experience, but he is a wanted criminal who has fled for a long time and
evaded the law enforcement. He should have strong anti-reconnaissance awareness.
Such people should not make such low-level mistakes. “
“So, whether the person calling or texting with him is his family member or not, the
other party communicating with him must be a very important thing!”

Chapter 2434
“Even, it is very likely something closely related to his rushing into the Treasure Pavilion
today!”
Thinking of this, Zhiyu came to a conclusion: “Behind Shred, there must be someone
else! If this is the case, it is not an accident that he rushed into the Treasure Pavilion
today!”
“If this is not accidental, then he kidnapped me and my mother, it is also not accidental!”
“Could it be…Could it be that he rushed to my mother and me?!”
Zhiyu suddenly became more flustered!
“If Shred really happened to rush into the Treasure Pavilion while being hunted down, as
long as my mother and I cooperate with Shred to escape, after Shred is safe, my mother
and I will have a greater chance of surviving. After all, he has been exposed. In front of
the police, there is absolutely no need to kill me and my mother to anger the police and
create public opinion. That will only be more detrimental to his follow-up…”
“However, if Shred was instigated by someone, it is a fake to evade hunting, and to
kidnap me and my mother is true, then we would be really in big trouble…”

At this point, Zhiyu suddenly said, “Brother Shred, if you let my mother and me go, I can
give you 50 million as a reward. I will do what I say!”
“Fifty million?!” Shred was stunned.
The number of fifty million is indeed not small, for him, it is enough to make him
tempted.
Moreover, he had no doubt about Zhiyu’s ability.
After all, she was from the Su family, and it would be easy to get five hundred million, let
alone fifty million.
However, Zhiyu dared to give it, but he dared not ask for it.
Because, in his heart, he knew that it was the Su family who paid him to kill the mother
and daughter.
“Moreover, this matter is more complicated than he thought before!”
“In the beginning, someone asked him to kill Liona. Today, someone called his family
gave 20 million and asked to kill that Zhiyu…”
“Why is this Su family so vicious? It doesn’t matter if he kills Liona. After all, she is an
outsider, but why do they need this Zhiyu?”
“A family that doesn’t even let go of their own people can no longer be described as
cruel. If I honestly follow their arrangements, I can get another chance to go abroad, but
if I play cleverness behind them, even secretly took Zhiyu’s money again, then they
probably won’t let me go…”
“What’s more, my family is still in China, which really will anger the Su family. They didn’t
even let their own family members go, so how could they let my family go?!”
Through the rearview mirror of the car, Zhiyu saw that Shred’s expression which was full
of entanglements, and realized that the situation was even worse, so she hurriedly said:
“Brother Shred, you must know my situation, let alone 50 million. , Even if it is 60 million

or even 80 million, as long as you nod your head, I can give it to you! As long as you
nod your head, I can call someone to send the money to your account immediately!”
As he said, Zhiyu hurriedly said, “I won’t tell you 50 million or 80 million anymore. I will
make a round for you, 100 million. As long as you nod your head, I will have someone
pay you the bill within ten minutes, 100 million in cash, not a penny less!”
Shred heard that as long as he nodded his head, one hundred million would have to be
credited to his account. There was a very hungry person who was so hungry that he
didn’t dare to open his mouth when he saw the delicacies of Table Mountain.
This made him feel very irritable all of a sudden, and he blurted out subconsciously,
“Don’t f*cking talk nonsense with me! It’s not about money at all!”
As soon as Shred said these words, Zhiyu felt a little bit in her heart and immediately
looked at Liona beside her.
Liona had already realized that her daughter was deliberately arranging Shred’s words,
and when she heard Shred’s answer, she immediately realized the source of the
problem.
Therefore, she also looked up at Zhiyu at this moment.
The mother and daughter looked at each other at once, and both could see each other’s
eyes in deep shock!

Chapter 2435
Zhiyu used money to buy Shred for two purposes.
First, if spending money is effective, it’s best to spend money on wire and directly;
Second, if spending money has no effect, at least the situation of Shred can be
determined through dialogue.
Now, Zhiyu has drawn several key clues from Shred’s mouth through a set of speech
skills designed by herself.

“First, ordinary people hear that a girl in her early twenties is capable of spending tens
of millions or a hundred million when she opens her mouth and shuts her mouth. They
will definitely not believe her, but will only think that she is bluffing. But Shred does not
doubt that she can get five thousand. Ten thousand, eighty million, even one hundred
million!”
“This means that he knows who she am! It’s easy to know that one hundred million is
easy for me, so he doesn’t doubt what I say!”
“From this, combined with Shred’s previous behavior of talking on the phone and
sending text messages, I can see that Shred must have been instructed to kidnap my
mother and me!”
“Second, people like Shred can never be good who abide by the agreement. If I say that
I am willing to give him 100 million, he can choose to take my money, betray the
original employer, or even take my money. Then I will turn my face with me. With his
type of a gangster, it is impossible not to consider these two ways to get money.
“However, Shred didn’t even think about these two methods. This proves that the
original employer behind him is someone he never dared to offend!”
“So, who exactly bought him and made him act in such a big show just to kidnap me
and my mother?”
Thinking of this, Zhiyu had no answer in her heart.
She also wondered if her grandfather was dissatisfied with her mother, so he had to
clean up this all?
However, based on her understanding of Old Man Su, she felt that Old Man Su would
not have murderous intent on her at least.
She also wondered if it was her father who was unhappy with mother, but this was the
same as the speculation just now. Whether it was her father or her grandfather, both her
father and her grandfather had reasons to attack mother, but for neither of them It is
possible to include her.
Therefore, Zhiyu also led herself into a dead end.

Immediately afterwards, she thought: “Could it be my father or grandfather behind the
scenes who asked Shred to kidnap my mother and me, but in fact he was only going to
be disadvantageous to my mother?”
Thinking of this, Zhiyu suddenly became extremely nervous, and thought to herself: “If
this is the case, then when Shred reveals his true colors, I must protect my mother!”
While Zhiyu made a desperate effort to protect Liona, her heart was full of anger and
despair towards the Su family.
She couldn’t figure out why the Su family would be so cruel to her mother.
What she doesn’t even understand is that this matter is obviously that the father is at
fault first, so why want to kill mother?
Is it because her mother came here to this city this time?
At this time, Liona also guessed the whole thing.
Deep down in her heart, she also had the same question: “Zynn can bear me and give
birth to an illegitimate daughter outside, even unscrupulously bringing the illegitimate
daughter to his side, and I have been married for so many years, and never betrayed
him. I just wanted to get a divorce from him. Is he wrong or I am wrong?
At this time, Shred didn’t realize that he had accidentally leaked the secrets just now. At
this time, he only hoped that the tunnel on the map would arrive sooner so that he
could solve all this.

Chapter 2436
At the same time, a helicopter has left the urban area and hurried towards the
mountainous area outside the city.
On the plane, Issac was reporting to Charlie: “Master, the target is still ten kilometers
away from us in a straight line. Since their car can only travel in curves in the mountains,
we should be able to catch up soon.”
Charlie nodded, and said: “I have one more question I don’t understand.”

Issac hurriedly asked, “Master, what is the problem?”
Charlie said: “I don’t understand what Shred left behind. He made such a big move. I
believe that although there are no police chasing after him, but every intersection ahead
There should have been a police ambush. No matter how expensive the Rolls-Royce he
drove, it was nothing more than a car. In this case, he could not escape even with his
wings.”
“Yes.” Issac nodded and said in agreement: “Perhaps this gangster Shred didn’t want to
escape at all. He was originally a Grade A wanted criminal. If he is caught, he will
definitely be unable to escape, so it is better to live his own old man life, earn a settling
allowance from the Su family for his wife, children, and grandchildren.”
Charlie smacked his lips: “What you mean is that Shred has already reported his
determination to die, and he is not ready to escape alive, right?”
“Yes!” Issac said: “I think this possibility is the greatest.”
Charlie shook his head and said, “If he is really going to die, then he shouldn’t have to
spend such a big setback to perform such a play. He only needs to find an excuse and
reason in the treasure pavilion and treat Liona as and just kill the hostages, so why
bother to have a Rolls Royce running here non-stop?”
Issac thought for a while: “Is he going to do a full set of drama?”
“Is it necessary?” Charlie said lightly: “He will be dead soon, and there are going to be so
many scenes before death. What’s the point? If he just wants to confuse the audience
and let everyone not suspect that the Su family is in the Killing so many hostages in the
Pavilion, just a little bit of the muzzle can kill Liona, and everyone will not doubt it.”
Issac asked: “Master, what do you mean is that Shred has a way to escape?”
Charlie sneered, “I’m still not sure whether Shred really has a way to escape, but what I
can be sure of is that if it’s the Su family who promised him the help to escape, then the
Su family will not let him live.”
Issac hurriedly asked, “Master, if you say so, then the Su family must be ready to kill
Shred!”

“Yes.” Charlie nodded lightly and said: “I think from the perspective of the Su family’s
behavior, they will definitely avoid nights and dreams, so they will definitely solve Shred
as soon as possible within a reasonable range.”
Issac thought for a while, and said, “The place that Su’s family would choose should be
this section of mountain road with no exit.”
Charlie gave a hum, and said: “Speed up, lock them as soon as possible!”
“OK master!”
After another few minutes of flying by the helicopter, Issac pointed to a black car on the
road diagonally ahead and said: “Master, lock that car! It’s the black stretch car below!”
Charlie lowered his head and glanced, and he found Issac’s Rolls Royce.
However, due to the high altitude, the Rolls-Royce looked not even as big as a
fingernail.
At this time, Issac asked him: “Master, should we descend to catch up?”
Charlie waved his hand: “No, so as not to startle the snake, follow him from a distance to
observe!”

Chapter 2437
At this moment, Shred didn’t know that Charlie had locked him firmly from the sky.
While driving intently, he stared at the navigation from time to time.
The navigation shows the distance, the scheduled tunnel, and there it is, less than 5
kilometers.
The current speed is about 180 kilometers per hour, and it only takes two minutes to
arrive at the destination!
Thinking of this, Shred was so excited that he couldn’t bear it.

As the tunnel got closer and closer, he became more excited, couldn’t help but step on
the accelerator deeper and the speed of the car rose a little faster.
As he approached the tunnel, he saw that on the right side of the road ahead, there
were a number of relatively slow trucks running one after the other.
He glanced at the license plate and felt more relieved.
The two trucks in the front are the ones arranged by the Su family.
These two cars have been driving on the road at low speed, just to determine the time
to reach the tunnel based on Shred’s location.
Because according to the plan of the Su family, after Shred’s vehicle enteres the tunnel,
the two vehicles would collide behind him, at the entrance of the tunnel.
In this way, two trucks collided with each other, which can directly block the road of the
two-lane road, and the vehicles behind will be stuck, making it impossible for a while to
move ahead.
In this way, Shred will win enough time.
The vehicle driven by Shred soon surpassed the two trucks. At this time, there was only
one kilometer left at the entrance of the tunnel.
Shred took care of the trucks behind him, because he knew that no matter how many
trucks there were behind him, if the two leading cars collided, they would be blocked
behind him.
At that time, this highway will be completely cut off.
However, when Shred had already driven the car into the tunnel, the two trucks at the
front did not intend to cause an accident. On the contrary, they all started to speed up
in an instant, accelerating and rushing into the tunnel.
As the two trucks entered the tunnel, several vehicles behind the two trucks suddenly
collided at the entrance of the tunnel, and the entire road was immediately blocked by
the crashed cars.

The Su family is ready to kill people!
These two trucks are accelerating continuously, each of which is loaded with dozens of
tons of goods, and its inertia is large enough to completely destroy any family car.
At the exit of this tunnel, two trucks blocked the way.
In this way, Shred’s Rolls-Royce became a can of human flesh surrounded by four trucks.
With no entry and no retreat, this Rolls-Royce has only one end, that is, being hit by two
heavy-duty trucks into a pile of scrap iron!
At that time, the people in the car will never survive.
Shred will die, and his two abductees too!

Chapter 2438
At the same time, Charlie was on the helicopter and saw the car enter the tunnel. He
also saw the two trucks at the back follow in. Then, he saw several cars collided at the
tunnel entrance. .
Charlie could tell at a glance that these cars had crashed into each other on purpose.
So he immediately said to Issac: “These trucks should be closing the road. I think they
are going to do this in this tunnel! Go to the other side of the tunnel immediately!”
Issac didn’t dare to hesitate and blurt out: “OK young master! Let’s get down to the
height and dive straight over!”
…
At this moment, Shred in the tunnel suddenly discovered that the road ahead was
blocked by two container trucks parked side by side. He immediately realized that the
time had come.

Because according to the plan, he was supposed to kill Liona and Zhiyu in the car here,
and then the Su family would disguise the two of them as they pushed open the door
from a high-speed car and fell to death.
As for Shred himself, him and the vehicle will be loaded into the container truck and
taken away.
In this way, the outside world would think that the mother and daughter died when they
jumped out of the car in the escape attempt, while Shred himself continued and
escapted.
So, Shred slowed the vehicle to a stop, raised his pistol and turned around, and said to
Liona and Zhiyu, the mother and daughter sitting in the back of the car, “Sorry, two
beauties, I want to send you off on the road together!”
“What?!” Liona said in a panic: “The Su family came for me, but it has nothing to do with
my daughter. Please let my daughter go!”
Zhiyu also panicked, and blurted out: “If you want to kill, kill me and let my mother go!”
Shred frowned in astonishment, and looked at Liona and asked, “How did you know that
it was the Su family? Did you get any information in advance?”
Zhiyu hurriedly said: “There must be some misunderstanding here. My surname is Su
and I belong to the Su family. The current Su family’s patron is my grandfather. The Su
family cannot kill me. There must be something in it. Some misunderstanding, I beg you
to call and confirm with them!”
Shred sneered and said: “I have confirmed it a long time ago. What they want is the lives
of both of you. You are indispensable, so you don’t have to intercede for each other.
Things have developed to this point. I can’t drop any of you!”
With that said, Shred pointed to the two container trucks blocking the way in front, and
said with a smile: “And you don’t have to try to open the doors and escape. These
people have been prepared for nothing. They are going to get yours lives!”

“You two fell into my hands, I can at least give you a happy one, but if you fall into their
hands, I guess they will treat you directly as adult meat bowling, causing your brains to
explode a terrible death!”
When Zhiyu heard this, she cried and lost her voice: “Mom! Why did Dad and Grandpa
do this…”
Liona held Zhiyu in her arms, held back her tears, choked up and said: “Zhiyu, I’m sorry,
Mom, it’s your mother who brought this to you…”
Shred pointed his gun at Liona and said lightly: “White-haired people shouldn’t be sent
to black-haired people, so I just wrong you and go ahead!”
Liona knew that she was definitely in danger this time, she just felt very sorry for her
daughter, and was full of guilt for her.
At this moment, she has accepted her fate, rubbing Zhiyu’s head, crying and saying:
“Zhiyu, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…Don’t blame mom… ..”
Zhiyu also cried sadly and said, “Mom…I don’t blame you…”
Shred couldn’t help sighing: “Oh, it’s a pity to kill two such beautiful beauties, but I have
no way to survive. I can only let you two die for my own survival!”
With that, he was ready to pull the trigger to kill Liona first.
But at this moment, he turned around to look at the back seat, and suddenly through
the rear glass, he saw two groups of dark shadows coming quickly!
He glanced intently and couldn’t help exclaiming: “F*ck! What the hell is going on?
Don’t they know if the two of them are blocking the road behind? Why did they both
rush in?”

Chapter 2439
Shred clearly saw that the two black shadows rushing right behind the Rolls-Royce were
the trucks that were supposed to cause a car accident at the tunnel entrance and seal
the intersection!

These two cars are fast, and they are driving side by side, completely occupying the
entire road. Now that they are getting closer and closer to the Rolls-Royce driven by
himself, there is no intention to stop.
Shred was shocked by this!
After all, he is a person with a strong sense of anti-reconnaissance, so he immediately
realized that a major change had happened!
He thought nervously in his heart: “Before this, the whole thing was proceeding in
accordance with the plan made by me and the Su family.”
“Including me being discovered by the police, including me being chased into Treasure
Pavilion, including me taking the woman and girl as hostages, and even including me
taking the two of them to flee, everything did go according to the original plan!”
“However, only the two trucks in front of us have a major deviation from the original
plan!”
“They two, shouldn’t be here…”
“These are now rushing towards them at such a fast speed. At first glance, this is not a
good sign!”
Shred is not a fool.
He watched the news and videos of major car accidents on TV.
Knowing that trucks traveling at high speeds are simply the most lethal vehicles on the
ground.
A truck of hundreds of tons rushes at a speed of more than 100 kilometers per hour,
and even a tank may not be able to handle the impact.
If it’s a car, it will be knocked out directly!
What’s more terrifying is that there is no way to escape before this f*cking thing!

If the front is unobstructed, with the power and acceleration of Rolls-Royce, these two
big trucks can only eat farts in the back!
However, the road ahead was blocked by two other trucks, and there was nowhere to
escape!
Seeing that the two large trucks were getting closer, Shred’s eyes were split in anger,
and he couldn’t help but gritted his teeth and cursed: “D@mn! I didn’t expect the Su
family to be so untrustworthy! They let me kill you two. They also wanted to kill me too!
The Su Clan makes it a great way to unload the grind and kill the donkey!”
Zhiyu thought that Shred would directly shoot her and her mother.
But she didn’t expect that Shred suddenly looked at the rear windshield and scolded the
Su family with a look of resentment.
So she turned her head subconsciously and immediately saw the two large trucks
getting closer and closer.
With her IQ, she understood the situation almost immediately. She smiled bitterly and
said to Shred: “You knew that the Su family would even kill you, you should have
thought that they would never let you live and go away like that!”
Shred looked desperate and murmured: “You are right…I was completely f*cked by the
Su family as a gunman…”
After that, Shred suddenly became very irritable, crying and cursing: “What the h3ll are
you stupid family! Since you are a mess, at least the morality of the world is always
going to be untrustworthy forever? “
Zhiyu sneered and said, “You are a murderer who can take the lives of others by taking
other people’s money. What are you talking about?”
Shred immediately scolded, “Damn, f*cking with me, believe it or not, I will shot you to
death?!”

Zhiyu smiled miserably, and said without concession: “Just shoot and give me a good
time! It’s much better to be shot to death by you than to be hit by a truck into a can of
meat and then die a painfull death!”
As soon as Shred heard this, his face paled in shock!
Although he is a gangster with many live threatining experiences, he is also afraid of
death and pain. If he is really like the dead in a major car accident, and then slowly dies
after being hit, then he would rather prefer to die simply. …..
Zhiyu saw that he was already completely panicked, and his expression was full of
contempt, and said coldly: “Why, you usually kill people like numb, but now you are
afraid of death?”
Shred ignored Zhiyu’s ridicule at this time, and blurted out, “Aren’t you afraid of death?”

Chapter 2440
Zhiyu said coldly, “If I am mortal, what’s the use of being afraid? Can you escape if you
are afraid?”
Shred was silent for a moment.
Zhiyu was right.
In this situation, there is no chance to escape.
If you can’t drive past, it will be worse if you get off.
If the human body is directly run over by an overloaded truck, it will basically become
muddy!
Zhiyu said at this time: “Don’t you have a bomb on your body? Just detonate it! That
way, death can alleviate a little pain!”
Shred smiled bitterly: “I don’t have any fcking bombs, all the fcking are fake.”

As he said, he picked up the detonator, pressed it several times, and said bitterly, “Look,
there is no reaction at all.”
Zhiyu did not expect that this Shred would be rubbish from the beginning to the end.
When she thought that she and her mother would be buried in this tunnel because of
this person, she felt 10,000 in her heart.
However, at this moment, she also realized that she and her mother had no chance of
escaping from birth, leaving a window of life for her, and there were dozens of seconds
at most.
At this moment, she could already feel the strong vibration caused by the two
overloaded trucks driving at high speed. At this moment, her arms tightly hugged Liona
beside her.
……
At the same time, Charlie’s helicopter had swooped down and appeared on the other
side of the mountain.
The helicopter is constantly lowering its altitude over the tunnel entrance at this end,
but as it gets closer to the ground, the pilot’s descent speed has become more and
more cautious.
Just now, seeing that Rolls-Royce entered and two big trucks rushing in, Charlie realized
the other party’s strategy.
The Su family must have wanted to create a serious traffic accident and solve Liona,
Zhiyu, and Shred all at once.
In the tunnel, these three people would never have a chance to escape.
Therefore, Charlie kept urging the pilot: “Go down faster! If you are slow, I’m afraid it will
be too late to save people!”
The pilot blurted out: “Master! There is a radar on the bottom of the plane to detect the
distance between the fuselage and the ground in real time. Once the distance is within

20 meters, it will forcefully maintain the descent speed within a safe range. I don’t think I
can get it faster. …..”
Charlie looked at the ground, and the height was almost a dozen meters, not to
mention, it was at least five stories high.
If he follow this descent speed, he will have to wait at least twenty or thirty seconds
before landing, so he immediately unfastened his seat belt, opened the hatch, and said
to Issac: “Take someone to hold a gun at the tunnel entrance. Anyone who dares to
support him release the bullets!”
Issac hurriedly asked, “Master, are you going to…”
Before he finished speaking, Charlie had already jumped and jumped off the helicopter!
For Charlie, although he had never jumped from such a high place, he continued to take
a lot of rejuvenation pills to improve his physique, and he also has his aura as support.
Therefore, he can be sure that with his current physical strength, there will be no
problem jumping from such a high level.
really!
Charlie leaped and fell heavily on the ground in the blink of an eye. Although his legs
had withstood a huge impact in an instant, they were completely within the range of his
body’s bearing range.
At the moment he landed, he did not dare to have any delay, and quickly rushed toward
the tunnel entrance.
At this time, he heard a huge impact suddenly coming from inside!
“boom!”

